**Enrolling in Native Speaker sessions**

**Students enrolled in a Modern Language course must also enroll in a Native Speaker session (NS) of the same language and level.** Students who enroll in multiple language courses must enroll in one Native Speaker session for each language course they are taking (see bullet c) under Assistance. In this case, the NS sessions should be with different Native Speakers.

Do not enroll in NS sessions unless you are taking a Modern Language course. If you are interested in attending a NS session only (auditing NS), see below under Assistance d) Audit Students.

**Native Speaker Session: Enrolling in the correct language and level for your language course**
The Native Speaker session course number is a seven letter-digit code combination with no spaces. “NS” indicates Native Speaker program, followed by two letters for language (CN, FR, GR, RU or SP), followed by three digits for the language level of course/NS session (100, 150, 200, and 300*,**). Your language course and your Native Speaker session must be in the same language and level. For example if your language course is FR 100 C, French I, your Native Speaker has to be any NSFR100 session that works with your schedule.

*Advanced level Native Speaker sessions – for all advanced courses numbered 300 and higher NSCN300, NSFR300, NSGR300, NSRU300, and NSSP300: advanced level Native Speaker sessions for students in all advanced level courses numbered 300 or higher of the respective language, for example if your advanced Spanish course is Adv. Spanish Conversation SP 353, you enroll into any NSSP300 session that works with your schedule.**

** There is no Native Speaker requirement for the following courses: RU 129 (taught in English) and the following two-credit Spanish courses: SP 310, SP 327.
**Assistance**

a) If you are unable to enroll in any of the offered **Native Speaker Sessions**: Please enroll in the language course and contact **Ms. Karen Harrington**, Language Resource Center (LRC), 4th floor Alumni at the beginning of the semester. Ms. Harrington will find or create as needed sessions that work with the academic schedule of those students.

b) If you experience **technical difficulties** when enrolling in a **language course**: Please ask the Registrar’s Office for assistance.

c) If you enrolled in **multiple courses of the same language**, please enroll in the first NS session and ask the Registrar’s office to register you in the other NS session(s) since the system will not allow you to enroll yourself in multiple NS session of the same language.

d) **Audit students** (who are not enrolling in a language course) please see Ms. Harrington to enroll:
   - For Fall semester NS auditors enroll when drop/add is closed at the beginning of the Fall semester;
   - For Spring semester NS auditors enroll when drop/add is closed at the beginning of the Spring semester.

**Native Speaker sessions will be held on Zoom.** A detailed email with login information will be sent the first week of Spring Semester.

**Native Speaker Sessions start in the second week of classes in the Fall and Spring semesters. You must attend one Native Speaker session per week.**